
General Information

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

25/8" ELECTRIC SpEEdOmETER

mounting
Auto Meter does not provide/offer custom mounting brackets with these speedometers.  Refer to your favorite, local cycle dealer or mail order 
house for a size, shape, style that suits your specific needs. For custom brackets, 2-11/16" hole size is required.
*Always avoid solid mount brackets. Bracket should have some type of vibration dampener. Solid mounting will void warranty.

™

This electric speedometer utilizes a LCD to display odometer and trip odometer mileage. Momentarily pressing the Trip/Reset button on the dial 
window cycles the odometer, trip 1, and trip 2 displays on the LCD. Pressing and holding the Trip/Reset button for more than 2 seconds while in 
either trip mode, will reset the trip odometer currently being displayed. The odometer cannot be reset.

Auto Meter electric speedometers are pre-calibrated for 80,000 pulses per mile or 128,748 pulses per kilometer. If the speed sender issues a  
different number of pulses than the per-calibrated number, the speedometer must be recalibrated (See illustration section).

NOTE: The odometer on this speedometer will show some mileage less than 5 miles (8 km). This is a result of factory testing to insure optimum quality.

Speedometer Senders
The speedometer is designed to operate with an electrical speed sender. The speed sender signal range must be between 500 and 400,000 
pulses/mile (310 and 248,500 pulses/km). Any speed sender or electronic module that meets the following two conditions can be used:

1. Pulse rate generated is proportional to vehicle speed.
2. Output voltage within the ranges listed below:

• Hall effect sender, 3-wire (5 to 16V)
• Sine wave generator, 2-wire (1.4 VAC min.)
• 5V Square wave (CMOS)

Once the speedometer is mounted and wired into the vehicle, the speedometer should be tested to verify that the electrical connections are working 
properly. First, watch the speedometer’s pointer as the power is applied. The pointer should first move to a midrange position, then down to the 0 position 
on the dial. This action verifies that power is properly connected to the speedometer. The vehicle should be driven some distance to verify the Vehicle 
Speed Sender (VSS) is connected properly and that the pointer moves. If the pointer does not move off of the zero position, verify that the VSS is con-
nected properly. In some cases, calibration may be needed prior to the speedometer registering speed.

Testing

Calibration (Electric Speedometer calibration made easy!)
To calibrate your electric speedometer: 

1. With the power off, push and hold the Trip/Reset button. While holding the button, start the vehicle and continue to hold the button until the
pointer sweeps to full scale and stays at full scale. You may now release the button. 

2. Drive to the beginning of a pre-marked 2 mile (2 kilometer) distance and stop. It does not matter how far away it is to get to this pre-marked
2 mile (2 kilometer) mile distance. DO NOT SHuT THe eNgINe OFF.  Push and release the Trip/Reset button. The pointer will drop to half scale. 

3. Drive the 2 mile (2 kilometer) distance. The pointer will remain at the half scale position no matter what speed you drive.  It will be normal to see the
LCD odometer counting rapidly as it is receiving a speed signal. If you have to stop during the calibration, that is o.k. The speedometer will simply
stop counting pulses during this time.

4. At the end of the 2 mile (2 kilometer) distance, stop the vehicle, press and release the Trip/Reset button. 
The pointer will drop to 0 and the calibration is stored. You are now finished. 

Remember the accuracy of your 2 mile (2 kilometer) distance will directly affect the accuracy of your speedometer.
The following list contains factors that can affect speedometer accuracy and how to minimize them during calibration.

1. Tire diameter increases slightly as vehicle speed increases. To minimize this error drive at an average speed of 45 MPH (175 KPH) during calibration.
2. Tire diameter increases slightly as tire air pressure is increases. To minimize this error, check the vehicle’s tires to ensure correct air pressure.
3. Tire diameter changes with vehicle load. Minimize this error by having an average load in the vehicle during calibration.
4. Minimize tire slippage error by not breaking traction during calibration.

Note:  Always recalibrate speedometer after any tire size or gear ratio change.
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https://www.motorcycleid.com/auto-meter/


Wiring

Red, +12 volt switched power source

Black, ground

Purple, signal wire (to sender)

(generic)
Back of speedometer

NOTE:  Lighting will be on if power is  
supplied to the speedometer

WARNING
Incorrect hookup will damage the speedometer and 
void warranty. Please read the instructions carefully.

Note:  This speedometer is compatible with Harley-Davidson turn signal cancelling 
modules on bikes that are so equipped. In order to retain the function of 
your turn signal cancelling module, connect the Orange wire from your Auto 
Meter speedometer to the appropriate wire on your HD turn signal cancelling 
module. On most bikes this is a White wire with green stripe (w/grn) that runs 
from the OeM speedometer to the turn signal canceling module. If your bike 
does not have this wire, we recommend that you contact your local dealer or 
manufacturer to obtain the correct wire color code.

Orange, Turn signal cancel module, 
(Harley-Davidson® applications only).

Learn more about motorcycle gauges and dashboards on our website.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/dashboard-gauges.html



